Team Meeting -- Week # 26

Date: 07/22/2020
Time: 9:00pm to 10:00 pm

**PROTOCOL-** Meeting only by Agenda

**Officers Team** (3 out of 5 Officers)
- Jai
- Swamy
- Padma
- Ram
- **✓ Pavithra**

**EC Team** (5 out of 10 EC)
- Arun
- Mohan
- Raj
- Prabhu
- Vinodh
- Poongodi
- Krithika
- Mahendran
- Shawn
- **✓ Shanker**

1. **Thirukural Neram**
   - When the 250 is reached maximum record participants encouragement is on planning
   - 200 participants crossed

2. **Kadhai ketkalam Vaanga**
   - 23 videos have gone out
   - 33 videos have come
   - Promo to be released

3. **Thamile Amuthe**
   - last week no call
   - Kamarajar's week was celebrated
- 25th week celebrity planning
- EC Team in planning

4. Inisai Neram
   - This week is kids week 23 videos have come
   - Videos processed and shared to media committee

5. Charity-Vinodh
   - Med share 10 volunteers have were there
   - 15 volunteers needed on August 15th 5 spots already blocked
   - Music troop funding for 10 families approx 20000rs
   - Food for cause volunteers have signed up
   - Youth food drive - Suganya has delivered
   - Kayal is talking to North Fulton Charity

6. Education
   - Tamil competition Planning on process
   - Sponsor reached out for the funding
   - Picture session availability - checked with the team
   - Kick off for virtual tutoring 5 to 7pm saturdays in planning
   - Wednesday 4 to 5pm - many tutors will
   - Kids are going to come up with a website which will route to GATS.
   - Asked for Kids pictures to put to together
   - Information will be added to flyer to Parents - Google docs to be sent in newsletter for the kids to answer
   - GATS GO Green team will do an announcement
   - Artificial Intelligence- August 9th planning - Flyer in planning
   - Financial Planning- September planning
   - Doctors session - TBD

7. Youth - Boot Camp flyers are out
   - Registration have started forms have gone out

8. Tech team
   - Salesforce UAT testing in process
   - By weekend to consolidate and send the requirement
   - YouTube is in progress

9. Sponsors
   - Online vendors to be reached out
10. Med clinic
   ● Location found in Suwanee, team reached out for reference

11. Cooking - planning
   ● TBD

12. Swami - Clarification on consent
   School operation Board members are interfering, let us be sensitive about it & not have history repeat over.
   ● President to take it to Board
   ● VP to send email to chairman

13. Girish Modi funds content to be shared by Ram to the team and then to be sent in a newsletter.

14. Shanker sent out a complaint to Chairman- to take action on President
   Vice President & Secretary to send out the response
   Team feedback
   1. Ram
      ● When options are deferred it is better to explain in the group that put in other Public platforms
      ● Very depressive to see the messages posted.
      ● I have personally voted against people who send unwanted emails
   2. Shawn
      ● He left the group by himself but still we went ahead and changed the date
      ● He still joined the call after he left the group and there was a difference of opinion from the team to be shared.
      ● He does not have to Apologize but atleast can acknowledge not to hurt anyone’s feeling
      ● More over his opinion is differentiated from his Political group and needs to give a security that he would not mingle it both.
      ● Politics and Volunteering should be seen differently
   3. Vinodh
      ● Aggressive on thoughts should be more explanatory in spite of being a good volunteer
      ● If he amicably approaches the team it will be good
   4. Poongodi
      ● Agree to Shawn terms.
      ● We are like a family if it was solved between us it would be healthier.
      ● He is just angry and has to been expressive about it
   5. Kirthika
      ● Agree with Shawn, tone down and be calm and share the difference of opinion
6. Mahendran
   - His communications have been terminated and he chose to leave on his own.
   - He cannot be political.

7. Raj
   - He cannot abuse anyone.
   - Abusing GATS is shaming the family as a whole.
   - I have tutored his son and was amazed by his talent but always put Nam Thamizhar in front.
   - He has a non profit organization and he could have openly shared the opinion instead of abusing.
   - A president coming and supporting GATS on this terms given complaint cannot be taken
   - He need not apologize but atleast should realize that a 40 years Non profit organization should not be disgraced.

8. Mohan
   - Covered by all.
   - I have known him since 2016.
   - He was very active for Jalikattu.
   - He just needs to tone down on his aggressiveness

9. Jai
   - This was discussed 3 months back, all the messages were sent by Ram to the Chairman.
   - Volunteers are to be down to earth. He cannot be rude to a team.
   - It has always been his way of communication.
   - Friendship and volunteerism is different.
   - When we had a meeting together he was not amicable
   - He cannot lie about his other organization efforts, his name was removed the very next day.
   - He was reached out to even take part in Tamizhe Amuthey because of his interest in Tamizh
   - We are not looking to remove anyone from the team. We want to work together with peace

10. Arun
    - Team’s decision.
    - He does not have to apologize but should at least not repeat this process.

11. Swami
    - Please be amiable to the team.
    - We need to talk in the officer team and decide because we cannot decide
• But will collect all the emails and attach and send the response to the team and then send to the chairman
• Please note the number of hours spent on discussion

12. Padma
• He voluntarily left.
• Tamilzhe Amutheys Flyer was sent to him and no objection was raised till neck of the moment.
• Charity program was also changed since he voiced out, as a team we wrecked to do what the team members wanted. Still acquisitions did not stop
• He need not send an apology, no one is looking to hurt anyone's ego
• He cannot send an open threat, stating if not added back to the team will spoil the name by taking the issue to the General body
• How can anyone work with someone who puts out an open threat.
• Women come to volunteer coz this place has always been safe
• With this kind of behaviour not sure to what extreme he can get to and how we can all work together.
• He reached out to me to add him back to the group, I told him I do not have the authority and to please reach out to the president.
• I don't feel safe

13. Prabhu
• Stand with the team.
• Not looking to let go of anyone.